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Abstract. On the one hand, the Software Product Lines (SPL) field is devoted to
build a core architecture for a family of products from which concrete products
can be derived rapidly by means of reuse. On the other hand, Agent-Oriented
Software Engineering (AOSE) is a software engineering paradigms dedicated to
build software applications composed of organizations of agents. Bringing AOSE
to the industrial world may prettily benefit from SPL advantages. Using SPL phi-
losophy, a company will be able to define a core MAS from which concrete prod-
ucts will be derived for each customer. This can reduce time-to-market, costs,
etcetera. In this paper, we expose the similarities between AOSE and SPL con-
cluding the viability of future research in Multi-Agent Systems Product Lines
(MAS-PL).

1 Introduction

Agent-Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE) is a new software engineering paradigm 
that promises to enable the development of more complex systems than with current 
Object-Oriented approaches using agents and organizations of agents as the main ab-
stractions [14]. In this field, agents are used as the main implementation artifact and 
organizations as the main artifact in modelling the system.

A software agent is a piece of software which exhibits the characteristics firstly de-
scribed by Wooldridge in Ref. [26], namely: autonomy, reactivity, pro-activity and so-
cial ability. Autonomy means that an agent operates without the direct intervention of 
other agents or humans and has control over its actions and its internal state. Reac-
tivity means that an agent perceives its environment and responds in a timely fashion 
to changes that occur in it. Pro-activity means that an agent does not simply react to 
changes in the environment, but exhibits goal-directed behaviour and takes the initia-
tive when it considers it appropriate. Social ability means that an agent interacts with 
other agents (if it is needed) to complete its tasks and helps or contends with others to 
achieve its goals. Many researchers are in agreement with the vision of software agents 
as a characterization; and they, depending on their community, attach new attributes to 
software agents as mobility in distributed systems or adaptability in machine learning.

Since agents are limited to a specific environment and have limited abilities, complex 
problems are usually solved by a group of agents [4,5,24], that is to say, by a Multi-agent 
System (MAS hereafter).



A Software Product Line (SPL) is a set of software-intensive systems sharing a com-
mon, managed set of features that satisfy the specific needs of a particular market seg-
ment or mission and that are developed from a common set of core assets in a prescribed
way, according to the definition used by the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) [6].
This engineering paradigm is focused in bringing reuse until its final outcomes. It is
devoted to create software products, which are said to belong to a family of prod-
ucts, which present similar features, from a set of reusable software artifacts and a core
architecture.

Both fields present many similarities. In this paper, we expose these similarities and
we argue for the viability of integrating both approaches to enable the development of
MAS Product Lines.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 shows the case study we use; Section 3
shows the features of AOSE that are important for our purpose; Section 4 shows the
features of SPLs that are important in the AOSE field; Section 5 shows the main sim-
ilarities between both and the deficiencies of AOSE to enable MAS-PLs; and finally,
Section 6 shows our main conclusions.

2 A Case Study

The case study we have chosen has been proposed in the Modelling TC of FIPA with
the purpose of evaluating how AOSE methodologies model the interaction aspect.

This case study is used along this document. Following, we present the original ver-
sion of the problem1. The case study represents the UN Security Council’s Procedure to
Issue Resolutions. We use some parts of this example to show the similarities between
both fields.

In addition, notice that, although it does not represent a product line, we will take
some of the requirements as optional to obtain a product line where each product
presents a subset of the requirements presented following.

Assumptions
(1) The following procedure is defined for a case study of agent-oriented modelling.

It is inspired from the procedure of UN Security Council to pass a resolution. However,
it does NOT necessary represents the reality.

(2) There are also some unspecified issues and ambiguity in the specification that
models in different notations and languages may resolve by themselves in the process
of modelling.

Description
The UN Security Council (UN-SC) consists of a number of members, where some of
them are permanent members. Members become the Chair of the Security Council in
turn monthly.

To pass a UN-SC resolution, the following procedure would be followed:

1. At least one member of UN-SC submits a proposal to the current Chair;
2. The Chair distributes the proposal to all members of UN-SC and set a date for a

vote on the proposal.

1 http://www.auml.org/auml/documents/UN-Case-Study-030322.doc



3. At a given date that the Chair set, a vote from the members is made;
4. Each member of the security council can vote either FOR or AGAINST or

SUSTAIN;
5. The proposal becomes a UN-SC resolution, if the majority of the members voted

FOR, and no permanent member voted AGAINST.
6. The members vote one at a time.
7. The Chair calls the order to vote, and it is always the last one to vote.
8. The vote is open (in other words, when one votes, all the other members know the

vote)
9. The proposing member(s) can withdraw the proposal before the vote starts and in

that case no vote on the proposal will take place.
10. All representatives vote on the same day, one after another, so the chair cannot

change within the vote call; but it is possible for the chair to change between a
proposal is submitted until it goes into vote, in this case the earlier chair has to
forward the proposal to the new one.

11. A vote is always finished in one day and no chair change happens on that day. The
chair sets the date of the vote.

3 Agent Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE)

In addition to the commonly used division in requirements, analysis, design and imple-
mentation, the software process of AOSE methodologies can be also divided into two
phases, each of them used to describe the organization of the system from a different
point of view [27]. In this section, we first show each kind of organization, to later
discuss on the software process and models used in AOSE.

An organization represents a group of agents formed in the system in order to obtain
benefits from one another in a collaborative or competitive manner [15,20,26]. There-
fore, a multi-agent organization emerges when there exists some kind of interaction
between its participants, either through direct communication or through the environ-
ment. As recognized in the field of economics [19], and other authors have recognized
in the agent field, e.g. [3,11,27], an organization can be observed from two different
points of views:

The interaction point of view: It describes the organization from the set of interac-
tions between the roles played by agents in the system. The interaction view corre-
sponds to the functional point of view in the field of economics.

The structural point of view: It describes the agents of the system and their distri-
bution over sub-organizations, groups, and teams. In this view, agents are also
presented in hierarchical structures showing the social architecture of the system.

In agency, the former is called Acquaintance Organization, and the latter is called
Structural Organization [27]. Both views are intimately related, but they show the or-
ganization from radically different points of view.



Fig. 1. Acquaintance vs. structural organization

Since any structural organization must include interactions between its agents in or-
der to function, it is safe to say that the acquaintance organization is always contained
in the structural organization. Therefore, if we determine first the acquaintance organi-
zation, and we define the constraints required for the structural organization, a natural
map is formed between the acquaintance organization and the correspondent structural
organization. This is the process of assigning roles to agents [27]. Thus, we can con-
clude that any acquaintance organization can be modelled orthogonally to its structural
organization [18].

In Figure 1, we present a conceptual model of the case study presented in Section 2.
Here we are representing only the procedure required to send, vote, withdraw and accept
or reject resolutions not representing the possibility of changing the Chair, that is to
say, an acquaintance sub-organization of our problem. Notice that for representing an
acquaintance sub-organization we should have represented also the dynamic part of the
system, that is to say, the behaviour of the roles in the sub-organization. However, we
have not done that in order to simplify.

In the acquaintance organization, it implies a set of roles and interactions between
them. In the structural organization, these roles can be mapped onto a certain group of
agents to form several organizational structures. For example, as shown in Figure 1, we
can map the acquaintance organization into a plain structure, a hierarchical structure,
and so on. Thus, this exemplifies the fact that the structural organization of the UN
Security Council is different and independent from its structural organization.

Most AOSE methodologies recognize this separation what derives in that some
methodologies have proposed a software process where one phase appear for devel-
oping each kind of organization: acquaintance analysis and structural analysis2. This
fact is ratified by the importance that the role concept, crucial for modelling the ac-
quaintance organization, has reached in this field where most important methodologies

2 Notice that these phases present a different name in each methodology, for example, in GAIA
they are called analysis and architectural design respectively.
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Fig. 2. Role Model for the Issue Resolution system goal

use it. Good examples are GAIA [27], INGENIAS [21], MASE [9], PASSI [2] and
TROPOS [1].

For example, the MaCMAS methodology fragment [22], represents role models
as it is shown in Figure 2. This model uses an extension of UML collaborations to
represent the acquaintance organization. We can find two main types of elements in
the model: (1) roles, represented as boxes; and (2) interactions, represented using
ellipses. Roles show which are their general goals and their particular goals when
participating in a certain interaction with other roles or with some part of the en-
vironment. Roles also represent the knowledge they manage, middle compartment,
and the services they offer, bottom compartment. For example, the goal of the Chair
role is ”Manage resolutions”, while its goal when participating in the Withdraw pro-
posal interaction is to manage the process of withdrawing a proposal. In addition to
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roles, interactions show us also some important information. They also must show the
system-goal they achieve when executed, the kind of coordination is carried out when
executed, the knowledge used as input to achieve the goal and the knowledge pro-
duced. For example, the goal of the interaction Submit Proposal is to ”Submit a new
proposal for a resolution”. It is done by taking as input the knowledge of the Submit-
ter about the proposal and producing as output the date of the proposal in the Chair,
and the proposal in the Chair and in the Observer. Notice that as shown in Figure 1,
these roles will be mapped onto agents in the phase devoted to build the structural
organization.

In addition, many authors recommend the use of goal-oriented requirement appro-
aches for this kind of systems. Goal-oriented requirements techniques analyse system
goals producing a hierarchical diagram where each system goal is related with the sys-
tem goals that decompose it [1,8,9,17,27]. Since agents are designed to fulfill goals,
and organizations are designed to fulfill those goals that are sufficiently complex for
requiring more than one agent to be satisfied, this information is also used to deter-
mine decomposition of the acquaintance organization into sub-organizations by some
methodologies, for example, MASE, GAIA and MaCMAS.

In Figure 3, we show the hierarchical goal diagram of our case study using TRO-
POS. As can be observed, the general system goal of our case study is Keep Peace and
Security. It shows also that to fulfill this goal the diagram we have to fulfill two finer
grain system goals since they are related using an AND decomposition: the system goal
Issue Resolutions and Change Chair. Notice that also OR relationships are allowed.
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4 Software Product Lines (SPL)

The software process of SPLs approaches is usually divided in two main stages: Domain
Engineering and Application Engineering. The former is in charge of providing the
reusable core assets that are exploited during application engineering when assembling
or customizing individual applications [12].

Domain engineering and application engineering phases are usually further divided
into analysis, design, and implementation. From all these phases, we only detail those
that can be applied in AOSE.

The analysis phase of domain engineering is applied to analyse the problem domain
of a family of applications. It main purpose is identifying the common set of features
that can be reused across all the applications that can be built under the domain at hand.
Following, we show the most relevant stages for our purpose:

Domain scoping is devoted to describe the boundaries of the domain, which is crucial
to determine the scope and needs of the product family. Another important stage is
the Commonality analysis. It specifies the commonalities and points of variation in
the domain that represents the first step towards a description of the family and the
differences that each product may present.

Domain modelling is dedicated to produce documents where common and variable
requirements are showed and the analysis models for these requirements. Thus, these
documents specify which set of requirements are valid and may produce a valid applica-
tion and which do not. One of the most accepted techniques to perform these documents
are feature models [7]. A feature is a characteristic of the system that is observable by
the end user [16].
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Fig. 5. Conceptual diagram of our case study using MIXIN layers

Feature models represent features hierarchically and its relationships. For example,
in FODA, features in the model can be mandatory, optional, or alternative. In figure 4,
we show an example of feature model representing our case study with some modifi-
cations. Filled circle indicate that the feature is mandatory, that is to say, if the parent
feature is present in the product, it must be also present in the product. White circles in-
dicates that feature is optional as it happens with the Change Chair feature. This means
that we can have a product where the chair is changed and another product where there
is no possibility of changing the chair. Although not showed in the example, we can also
have filled arc indicating that for the final products we must have at least one of the fea-
tures linked, and white arcs indicating that we can only have one of the features linked.

Finally, in the domain modelling stage, we can have also analysis models that show
the interface(s) required in the system for including each feature. As we discuss below.

The design phase of domain engineering is devoted to model the core architecture.
It consists in producing a core architecture by means of combinations of models that
represent features that are common. Many approaches have appeared in the literature.
From all of them, we are interested on those that are nearer to the AOSE field. In these
approaches, role models are used to represent the interfaces and interactions that com-
ponents of the system should provide to cover certain functionality (a feature in the
features model). Later, role models are composed to produce the core architecture, the
most representative are [13,25], but similar approaches has appeared in the OO field,
for example [10,23].

Figure 5 shows a conceptual diagram of our case study extracted from [13]. There,
authors show the mapping of domain models, collaborations, over the core architecture
needed to build a certain product using OO programming. In this paper, authors use col-
laborations to represent features of the system. Collaborations are interaction-centered
diagrams that show the interaction in a subsystem and the roles, sub-set of objects,



involved in these interactions. Later they propose to map them onto certain objects for
building a concrete product, as shown in the figure using our case study.

Finally, notice that we do not discuss on the implementation phase of domain engi-
neering since it does not correlate with agent implementations. We neither detail appli-
cation engineering due to AOSE methodologies are not prepared to produce a family of
MASs.

5 SPL/AOSE Correlation

The main points of correlation between both fields are three: (i) the correlation in the
phases; (ii) the correlation in models used at requirements; (iii) and the approach fol-
lowed to design a concrete MAS and to design a certain product. The main difference is
that AOSE does not manage in the requirement phase the existence of several products.
Following, we discuss first on similarities, to finish showing the main deficiencies of
AOSE to enable a MAS-PL approach.

The first similarity is probably the most significant. This can be found in the phases
of both approaches. On the one hand, the analysis phase of domain engineering in SPL
is dedicated to define an architectural independent document describing the features of
the system and the acquaintance analysis in AOSE is dedicated to define a set of ac-
quaintance sub-organizations independently from the structural organization. Thus, as
shown in previous sections, in both cases role models/collaborations are used to rep-
resent these independent models. However, SPL approaches finalize this phases imple-
menting a core architecture, while AOSE approaches do not implement these models.

The second similarity consists in that requirement documents used for this phase in
both fields present the same structure. Given that system goals in MASs are functional
requirement observable by the end user, system-goals represent the same concept than
features. Feature models, used in SPL, and goal-oriented requirement documents, used
in AOSE, are both hierarchical where each feature/system-goal is decomposed in lower
levels of the hierarchy indicating in both cases when they are mandatory, optional or
alternative. Notice only some AOSE methodologies allow having mandatory, alternative
or optional goals, but this feature is present in AOSE.

Third, the design phase of domain engineering in SPL is dedicated to produce the core
architecture for the family of products and structural analysis is also devoted to define
the structure of the organization of the MAS. In both field, role models/collaborations
are used for defining architecture/structure independent models, and in both fields this
process consists in composing models. If we concentrate on the SPL approaches that
represent features using role models/collaborations, and given that in AOSE this phase
consists in composing roles and the also use role models, both fields follows a quite
similar procedure and models.

However, there exist some important differences between both fields mainly moti-
vated by that AOSE is concentrated on developing a unique MAS and not a family of
them. While in SPL the features that are composed to build the core architecture are
those that are common for all products and composition is done guided by the com-
monality analysis, in AOSE roles are composed when they pursue similar goals or they
provide a similar functionality.



As can be observed, current AOSE approaches align with SPL in their phases and
models, but lacking from the artillery necessary to develop a general architecture instead
of a unique product, namely, commonality analysis and domain scoping.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have shown the similarities and differences between SPL and AOSE.
Given that AOSE methodologies follows a similar approach to SPL, where phases and
models are quite similar, we can conclude that they may be extended to enable the
development of MAS Product Lines (MAS-PL).

The main research lines that should be explored for enabling this kind of develop-
ments reside in: (i) adding commonality analysis and domain scoping to AOSE method-
ologies; and (ii); integrating the results of these activities to modify the process of
assigning roles to agents and thus building a structural organization able to produce
a family of MASs. In addition, the application engineering phase of SPL should also be
included in AOSE methodologies to establish the procedures needed to derive a MAS
from a MAS-PL.
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